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REFLECTING ON
RAINBOW CAMP 2016
Below is a selection of the counsellors’ reflections and favourite
moments that they shared during the post-camp staff debrief:

Seeing the campers leave
with a feeling of hope.

Hearing one camper’s plan to
come out to family upon leaving
camp; this camper expressed that
Rainbow Camp made them feel
special & proud of themselves for
the first time ever.

Waving goodbye wondering if
we gave them enough — and
knowing that we did.

“Pride is a time for celebration when you identify as gay,
bisexual, or lesbian; a time to honour those before you
who advocated for law changes and rights. But as a trans
individual, pride is still very much political. When we are
being murdered and killing ourselves at catastrophic rates,
pride is a memorial, pride is a rally for life.”
A quote from the film “On Hold—Investigating Transgender Health Access in Canada,” a
documentary that was screened at camp this year. The film can be accessed for free at vice.com/
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en_ca/video/on-hold

Knowing that each camper
now has 34 peers that have got
their back!

The applause and love from
the crowd for every act during
the talent show.

Seeing the campers
express themselves
and “dance like no
one’s watching” at the
Camp Rainbow Dance.

Hearing a tall camper say, “I’ve
never stood so tall.”

Seeing a camper give
away their sports bra to
a peer so that he could
sleep binderless more
comfortably.
After a giggle-filled evening
in the cabin, one camper
reported that was the most
he’d laughed in a very, very
long time.

Hearing a camper say they
are eager to be Rainbow
Camp counsellors.
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Every year we open camp by raising a
Rainbow Flag. We started our flag-raising
ceremony by acknowledging the Aboriginal history of the land we are on. Next, we
dedicated the flag to those who have come
before. Those who courageously came out
in the face of discrimination and isolation,
and those who took drastic risks to make
the world a better, safer place for future
generations of LGBTQ+ people.
After the flag-raising, campers asked that we
fly the flag at half-mast to honour the victims of the Miami shooting. At their request,
we held a second ceremony. A camper,
pictured here, lowered the flag to half-mast
and we held a moment of silence. It was
powerful to see our campers so engaged
in current events, eager to take action on
social issues, and confident in speaking up
for what they wanted.

This summer, we recorded material for the documentary titled “Rainbow Camp.” Director Dan Nysted shot footage of
Camp and interviewed campers and staff for a feature-length documentary due to be released in 2017. This film will
capture the magic of Rainbow Camp, giving hope to LGBTQ youth that a safe space can and will be created for them.
Welcome Friend Association will be sure to notify readers once the film is released.
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Among the many factors that make up Rainbow Camp are our all-gender bathrooms.

A highlight of the week of Camp is the Rainbow Dance! Campers brought funky and fabulous outfits from home and
spent the evening dancing away whilst watching the sunset over Lake Huron.
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FROM OUR
COUNSELLORS…
By Annie DeRuyte

“Tell us something you will take home with you
from camp.” We stood there in a circle, watching
the leader describe the activity. It seemed simple
enough — we were to hold the end of the yarn,
answer her question and throw the ball of yarn
to someone else. The cycle would continue from
there until we had a complete web. This web
would be created of our memories and wishes
for the future. It seemed so simple! Yet I stood
there, a camp counsellor of two weeks, an LGBTQ
community member for longer, looking around at
all the amazing people I have met on this journey.
I tried to focus in on one memory, and found it
incredibly difficult. How in the world was I going
to convey to my new friends just how much they
affected me simply with their presence? I would
soon find I was not the only person feeling this
way.
Rainbow Camp is such an amazing place. As
a whole, the campers and staff try to be an
encompassing community, which puts the safety
and inclusivity of campers first. The best way to
encourage a safer space is to challenge it: and I
believe these campers this year truly challenged
us as counsellors to do our best.
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Camp is a place where magic happens. It makes
ordinary tasks like eating and getting ready for
bed extraordinary and exciting. For example, I was
taught during counsellor training to encourage
our campers to conga line to cabin and back. I was
shown how to encourage and promote happiness
into every tiny action that encompasses the camp
experience.
Then there is the “Rainbow” part of “Rainbow
Camp.” I learned so much while I was there, from
fellow staff and especially from the campers. We
had a hugely diverse group of unique campers and
a perfect staff to match. This diversity encouraged
people to be themselves, to provide them with a
comfort zone in a world that may not always be so
comforting.
There is so much love. In a world that throws a
lot at our youth, I want our campers to come out
knowing how strong they are. Though they may
not feel it, they all embody the pure courage,
ideology and hope that make up strength. That’s
the magic of camp: it brings out feelings and ideas
in campers that they may not have a chance to
express otherwise. Magic was what I took home
from camp. Because Rainbow Camp is a camp like
no other. I hope one day there will be many more
like it — I hope there is a Rainbow Camp for each
and every LGBTQ youth who ever felt like they
didn’t belong. Until then, Rainbow Camp remains
a unique haven, where memories are made, hope
is nurtured and dreams can begin.

By Ziggmond Pica

My name is Zigg Pica and I first came to Rainbow
Camp as a camper at the age of 16. I decided
to attend Rainbow Camp because I had always
wanted to go to camp as a kid, but due to the
gender segregation that occurred at summer
camps, I never felt comfortable going. I didn’t
really know what to expect going to Rainbow
Camp. I hoped to meet a few friends and engage
in some camp activities. However, camp ended
up having such a huge impact on my life. I made
so many amazing friends who all had different
experiences and stories to share. The friends I
made at Rainbow Camp are still my best friends
to this day. There is something very special about
spending a week with youth who are sharing
similar experiences as you. During Rainbow
Camp I was also exposed to the very sad reality
of the struggles LGBTQ2+ youth are facing in our
society. Many of the friends I made at Rainbow
Camp had experienced severe bullying and
harassment because of their sexuality, gender or
gender expression. Many youth were also living in
group homes, due to family discrimination. Being
an LGBTQ2+ youth can sometimes be a very
isolating experience; attending Rainbow Camp
provides an opportunity for youth not to feel like
they are alone. My Rainbow Camp friends and I
still talk to each other daily, and visit each other
multiple times throughout the year. I no longer feel
alone in being part of the LGBTQ2+ community

because of the friendships I made at Camp. After
Rainbow Camp I decided to get more involved
in the LGBTQ2+ community in my hometown
because Camp made me more aware of the fact
that there is still a lack of understanding and
support for people in the LGBTQ2+ community.
I started speaking at schools and workplaces
regarding LGBTQ2+ awareness, education and
support because I wanted to help my community
to become more understanding and supportive
of LGBTQ2+ people. I continued to attend
Rainbow Camp over the years and have had so
many amazing experiences there. This past year
I became a counsellor at Rainbow Camp; it was
a really awesome experience. I hope that more
campers become counsellors, because I feel that
having lots of Rainbow Camp staff who attended
camp as campers will create an even stronger
bond among everyone involved at Rainbow
Camp. To me Rainbow Camp is a diverse group
of people, coming together to support each other
and having fun. Rainbow Camp changed my life; I
would be a very different person without it. I am
so grateful for the opportunity to attend and the
many amazing experiences I have had there. I will
continue to return as a counsellor and I encourage
many others to get involved with Rainbow Camp.
This Camp is not just a one-week experience; this
Camp is something very special that has a lasting
impact on you. Rainbow Camp changes lives.
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MAY 12th *
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KIWANIS	
   COMMUNITY	
  THEATRE	
  CENTRE,	
  1007	
  TRUNK	
  ROAD,	
  SAULT	
  STE.	
  MARIE

TICKETS: $59.00 (+fees)

A Fundraiser for

EXCLUSIVE TICKETS: $89.00 (+fees)
• Includes Preferred Seating
• Meet & Greet Reception & Book Signing / BYO–Book
• Post-concert Reception hosted at Algoma’s Water Tower Inn & Suites

Tickets Available Online at www.WelcomeFriend.ca or The Box Office, Station Mall
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PO Box 242
76 Dawson Street Thessalon, ON P0R 1L0

(

1-888-909-2234
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registration@welcomefriend.ca

Stay tuned for our upcoming Crowd
Funding Campaign – check our facebook
page and website often.
“f” Logo

www.facebook.com/

welcomefriendassociation

